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ABSTRACT

Load-balancing methods are quite well described in the open literature (hundreds of articles can be found
about this subject). In particularly, about the Dynamic Load-balancing mechanism Extended Gradient
(EG), several articles of the author are available. Even though, there are some overlap, each one of them
is focused on a particular aspect of the mechanism, in a complementary way. In this article, a graphic
representation of the Extended Gradient mechanism is done: this representation way had not yet been
explored. However, for an in-depth knowledge of the Extended Gradient mechanism, at least, some other
articles should to be read. In the CDTN, Clusters are used, mainly, in deterministic methods (CFD) and
non-deterministic methods (Monte Carlo).
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1. LOAD-BALANCING MODULE

The graphic interaction among the several processes that represent the Extended Gradi-
ent mechanism is shown in Fig. 1. The processes are represented by lines, with arrows
indicating its execution flow. The marks (two small concentric circles) show the processes’
start positions. Devices marked with ”idx” represent the semaphores. A dotted line (in
a mirrored ”S” shape) shows the interaction between processes of neighbour nodes (node
”n” and ”n+1”). The rectangles of round corners (marked with ”Mx”) represent com-
munication between processes, utilizing shared memory. The circle marked with ”gm”
implements the Gradient Model (GM) mechanism. The gm process interact with sev-
eral others processes (through the operations P, V and V, P on the semaphores id1/id2),
in order to provide the dynamic load-balancing facilities. The gm process, periodically,
determine the processor status (which is: (1) the local processor, if it is lightly-loaded;
(2) if the local processor is heavily-loaded, the status of the processor is the nearest lightly-
loaded processor on the Cluster (if there is one)). When necessary, this status information
has to be send the neighbour nodes. The periodicity of the process gm is triggered by
the ”tick” process, which is, also, represented in Fig. 1. Therefore, to determine the local
node status, the gm uses the local node load level together with the neighbour nodes
status. The neighbour nodes status are received by the ”listen” processes. An idle node
is selected by calling the ”get node” function - which is, also, identified in the referred
figure. The get node function wakes up the ”egm in” process through the operations
V, P on the semaphore device id3. The egm in process will ask the local gm process for
an available node (processor), through the operations P, V and V, P on the semaphores



id1/id2. If the local node is not idle, but the local gm process knows an available node
elsewhere on the Cluster, the egm in process will inquire the ”egm an” process (through
a PVM communication channel) on the node pointed as available. Therefore, the egm an,
by its turn, will check with the gm process on that node to confirm if the node is still
available. The processes egm in and egm an implements the extension of the GM mecha-
nism: the GM plus the extension is known as the Extended Gradient (EG) mechanism [2].
If, either, approaches ”1” or ”2” (described before) is successfully, an available node is
reserved and its identification is returned to the get node function, through shared mem-
ory (M1), and therefore to the user. If no node proves to be available at the time (both,
local or remotely), the egm in process will wait for a node status update operation, and
so on. The selected available nodes have, also, to be marked in a file as reserved, to
later on be made available by the Administration Module (which is subject of future
work - mentioned in Sect. 3.). The Administration Module will work in collaboration with
the ”free node” function (see Fig. 1), which receives as input the nodes name to be made
available. The free node function communicates with the ”p release” process through
shared memory (M2). Then, the p release process cooperates with the ”p enable” process
(on the reserved node) to make it, again, available.
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Figure 1. The graphical interaction among the EG processes.

2. BALANCING INTERFACE MODULE

In Fig. 2 it can be seen the interface between the dynamic load-balancing module (the
EG mechanism) and the application (the Designer). A set of available nodes can be
selected by calling the ”hunter” function (hunter(int ∗n nodes, char node[∗n nodes][...])).
It is needed to inform the number of nodes (”∗n nodes”) to be selected, and a matrix of
strings (node[∗n nodes][...]) to receive the selected node names. As can be seen in the
referred figure, hunter process will randomly spawn, in the Cluster, a ”h node” process to
each node to be selected. Each h node process, by its time, will call the get node function
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which will select an available node. In other words, everything that the applications
Designer has to do, is to declare the prototype hunter function in its application, call it
and link its object code (hunter.o) when compiling the application.
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Figure 2. The EG mechanism user interface graphical representation.

3. DISCUSSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

A dynamic load-balancing system require others two modules, in addition to the module
being described in this article, as following. (1) An Administration Module which will
determine the submission requirements of a job, from a file in previously agreed format.
Requirements, such as: the number of nodes requested; the code to be executed; the input
and output files; the queue to which the job (code) is to be submitted (the estimated code
execution time); ... Once those requirements were determined, a set of rules (of nature
technological and scientific, and of the Cluster’s utilization policy) have to be faced with
such requirements of submission. If applicable, the needed number of nodes have to be
selected by the dynamic load-balancing mechanism. Therefore, the application is mapped
to the set of nodes selected. This Administration Module has to be in charge of events
generation to the users (i.e. generation of e-mails) in order to keep them informed. Later
on, this module has to make the reserved nodes available (when the application which
make them reserved ends up) - a module to be developed. (2) And an Occupation Cluster
Processing Monitor [9]: such as, a stack of horizontal bars representing the processing
intensity of a node set (a bar for each node being monitored). Should, also, be allowed to
select the set of nodes to be monitored.

4. CONCLUSION

We hope that this graphic representation will help for a best understanding of the dynamic
load-balancing mechanism.
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